
GLUCOSE TESTING- FINGER 
PREPARATION & PROPER 
PLACEMENT FOR FINGER 
STICKING



PRIOR KNOWLEDGE 

-Glucometer Preparation 
-Turning glucometer on
-Inserting testing strip into glucometer 

-Lancing Device Preparation 
-Inserting needle/removing needle

-Testing strip (applying sample)   



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

-Understand the steps of proper of finger preparation for 
glucose testing and finger sticking placement 

-Be able to demonstrate proper procedure for finger 
preparation and finger sticking placement 

-Identify the importance of why proper finger 
preparation and the proper procedure for finger sticking 
for glucose testing is important 

-Be able to inform and educate others on why following 
these steps and procedures is important 



STEPS FOR FINGER PREPARATION 
-Make sure hands are clean 

-soap and warm water, sanitizer or alcohol wipe for 
finger being stuck 

-Massage/Milk finger you’re preparing to stick
-Towards the fingertip
-Adequate blood flow to finger 

-Allow for dry time
-DO NOT blow on finger
-Allow finger to air dry 
-We want finger to remain clean 



FINGER PREPARATION EXAMPLES 

Massaging/milking can 
be done while cleansing 
hands/finger being stuck

Remember to allow time 
for hands/finger to air dry!



PROPER PLACEMENT FOR FINGER STICKING 

-Avoid sticking middle of finger with lancing device 
-WHY? 
-More sensory nerve endings 

-Stick along the sides of the fingertip with lancing device
-Contains less sensory nerve endings 
-Less pain
-Increased adherence 

-May need to massage/milk finger for adequate blood sample 
-Adequate sample is important! 
-Want to ensure only one stick! 



PROPER PLACEMENT FOR FINGER STICKING EXAMPLE 

Any comments on this picture? 

Would you recommend that 
someone stick their finger this way? 
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WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? HOW IS THIS BENEFICIAL?
-Infection Prevention 

-Always high priority! 

-Accuracy of blood sugar results 
-False high readings 
-Danger for those who correct blood sugars with insulin 

-Increase in adherence of blood sugar monitoring
-Ensure only one stick
-Again, less pain 

-Educate, educate, educate
-Family members, friends, colleagues, peers 



A LOOK AHEAD TO NEXT WEEKS DISCUSSION 

-What does the number on the glucometer mean? 
-High, low or within normal range 

-Blood sugar parameters 

-American Diabetes Association recommendations 

-Identifying signs/symptoms of hyperglycemia and 
hypoglycemia 

-Awareness  

-Interventions for hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia 

-When to intervene and when to seek medical attention 


